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Abstract 

This chording-study tested the hypothesis that a spatial representation facilitates chord 

skill after practice and that it can be mirrored within one hand. Furthermore, the hypothesis that 

either a spatial or hand posture representation facilitates chord skill after practice and can be 

transferred to the other hand of the mirror sequence was tested. For this purpose, 12 participants 

practiced two bimanual four key chords. Each chord was practiced for 560 trials across seven 

blocks. Then, the performance of participants on versions of the chords mirrored across and 

within the hand as well as practiced and novel chords was tested in the final block. Performance 

measures were Reaction time (RT) and Error proportion. The results suggested that there is no 

spatial representation that facilitates chord skill and that there is no transfer of a spatial or hand 

posture representation to the other hand of the mirror sequence. The findings of this study are 

somewhat limited by statistical power and balancing constraints, further research might be 

needed to give more conclusive answers. 

Keywords:   chord learning, spatial representation, hand postures, transfer 
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Introduction 

The movement of our limbs is something that most of us do not put a lot of thought into. 

Nevertheless, most people have several skills, such as playing musical instruments, video games, 

sports or crafts, that require complex motor skills. While challenging, learning these skills seems 

to happen automatically, through practice, without much thought being into the specifics of how 

the process works. However, questioning this process is a main concern in the field of motor 

learning research. Deepening our understanding of motor-skill acquisition is important to a 

variety of areas of research (Dahms et al., 2019; Wolpert et al., 2011). One example of this is 

helping the recovery of stroke patients. A comprehensive insight into motoric learning has 

immense potential to help design the best, most individualized rehabilitation strategies for 

patients with brain damage (Dahms et al., 2019). Furthermore, learning new motor skills, or 

refining existing ones, is something that is a part of everyone's daily life. Thus, understanding the 

underlying processes can potentially yield improvements to the ways in which we learn and 

adapt to our environment (Wolpert et al., 2011). Lastly, there is also some potential for research 

in motor control to yield progress in the field of robotics, mainly for the models used for learning 

and control (Wolpert et al., 2011). 

 There is a wide range of mechanisms involved in the learning of motor skills. These 

involve extracting information, motor representations, making decisions and different classes of 

control mechanisms (Wolpert et al., 2011). Exploring all of these mechanisms would exceed the 

scope of this study. Thus, this study will focus on the topic of motor representations, expanding 

on the research done by Verwey (2023). That study used a chord task as an example of learning 

complex motor skills. In a chord task, playing a musical instrument is simulated by pressing 

multiple keys on a computer keyboard simultaneously. The study explored in which way learned 
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chords are represented in the brain. The two explored concepts were the motoric learning of the 

hand posture that is required to execute the chord versus the cognitive learning of the spatial 

representation of the chord (Verwey, 2023). These two concepts will be explored in the 

following paragraphs. 

Posture learning 

 There is a variety of evidence that suggests that pre-stored body postures play a 

significant role in the execution of the body's motor function (Romano et al., 2021;Verwey, 

2023; Wang et al., 2020). One study suggests that the body has a hand posture (Thumb down 

pinch grip) which is favored for the execution of motor tasks (Romano et al., 2021). This hand 

posture  leads to more motor cortex excitability which is associated with several behavioral 

benefits. It is likely that this is due to the hand posture matching the default spatial representation 

of the hand used for perception (Romano et al., 2021). This means that the hand posture is 

similar to the way our brain imagines our hand in its normal position. This finding shows the 

importance of hand postures for motor tasks on the one hand but also emphasizes the interaction 

of spatial representations and hand postures. Furthermore, the study that the current study seeks 

to expand upon found that the skill of executing the chord task was mainly based on learned 

hand postures (Verwey, 2023). It is also likely that due to the complexity of our hands, simple 

actions such as pressing a button with a single finger might already require a variety of stored 

hand postures for their execution(Verwey, 2023). There is also some evidence that stored hand 

postures can be transferred between the hands. Wang et al. (2020) found that motor skill from 

one hand can transfer to the other hand, though they found that this effect is significantly larger 

for right- than left-handed individuals. This proves that the concept of motor skill transfer does 

exist, though it is not clear if this applies to chord learning.  
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Spatial Representations 

 Like stored body postures, spatial representations play a role in the execution of many 

cognitive functions, such as motoric functioning (Verwey et al., 2015). Spatial representations 

can be in the form of outside visual cues or internal imagery and rely on the perceptual part of 

the motor system. They enable cognitive simulation of motor processes and are thus crucial for a 

variety of learning processes (Schwartz & Heiser, 2005). In the case of the current study, the 

learned spatial representation of the location of the keys of each chord might be important. It has 

been shown in the past that reaction time increases with the number of fingers used in a chord 

task.  This happens even after practice, which suggests some cognitive load being present, 

contradicting the singular relevance of hand postures (Seibel, 1963). Overall, evidence suggests 

that in early practice chords are represented by spatial key location and develop to being 

represented by a hand posture via practice (Verwey, 2023). 

Non-Independence/Enslavement 

 When investigating how a chord task is learned, a factor that must be considered is the 

lack of independence of finger movement. The human hand does not support completely 

independent movement of individual fingers (Van Beek et al., 2018). This phenomenon has been 

called enslavement and may be due to various mechanical and neurological factors (Schieber & 

Hibbard, 1993). This is relevant to the current research, as it has been found to negatively 

influence performance in tasks such as typing or playing the piano (Häger-Ross & Schieber, 

2000), which are very similar to the chord task. Enslavement happens primarily between the 

pinky, ring, and middle finger while other fingers are able to move more independently due to 

both mechanical and cognitive factors (Van den Noort et al., 2016). The different levels of 

enslavement between the fingers thus lead to different chords possessing different levels of 
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interference from said enslavement. Overall, the extent of enslavement at play in different chord 

tasks has to be kept in mind, especially as it may differ between a unimanual and bimanual 

execution of a chord (Verwey, 2023). 

Bimanual Chords 

 Bimanual tasks, meaning tasks using both hands, have been shown to be more complex 

than simply being the product of two unimanual actions (Krebs & Asfour, 2022). The previous 

study by Verwey (2023) found that chord execution was faster when done bimanually, likely due 

to lower inter-finger interference which is often caused by enslavement. This effect is explained 

by the Grouping Model, stating that the use of two hands utilizes a separate representation for 

each hand. These representations are encoded separately in the left and right cerebral 

hemispheres. This in turn leads to less neuromotor noise than the use of one representation with 

an overlap of neural areas that are located in the same hemisphere, as is the case with unimanual 

motor tasks (Adam & Van Gerven, 2021). Verwey (2023) also found that bimanual coordination 

is a skill that can be practiced, potentially enabling the simultaneous preparation of postures for 

both hands. 

Current Study 

 This study sets out to answer which mechanism, spatial representations or stored hand 

postures, is dominant in chord learning. Furthermore, it will be explored if the learned chords can 

be transferred between the hands. To this end, a chord task will be utilized. In the present chord 

task participants practiced two bimanual chords intensively across seven practice blocks. Then, 

their performance was tested on the practiced and on completely novel chords as control 

conditions. Also, mirrored versions of chords were performed by the participants. The mirrored 

chords were 1-Hand Mirror Chords that were mirrored within one hand and 2-Hand Mirror 
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Chords that were mirrored across both hands. Performance measures were the proportion of 

incorrect chords and reaction times for correctly executed chords. Finding that 1-Hand Mirror 

Chords were performed better would show that spatial representations are an important 

determinant of chord learning (H1). In contrast, 2-Hand Mirror Chords performing better in the 

experiment would indicate that either stored hand postures or spatial representations may 

determine chord skill, and that they can be transferred to the other hand of the mirror sequence 

(H2).  

H1: A spatial representation develops after chord practice, enabling the mirroring of chords 

within each hand 

H2: A spatial or hand posture representation develops after chord practice and can be transferred 

to the other hand of the mirror sequence  
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Methods  

Participants 

 The study used a sample of 13 participants. The majority of participants were students 

from the University of Twente who received 3 Sona credits in exchange for their voluntary 

participation. Some participants were also people from the social circles of the experimenters, 

participating as a favor. To participate, participants had to be between the ages of 18-35, have 

normal or corrected eyesight, could not be an expert in tasks such as piano playing, could not be 

regular smokers and have not drunk alcohol in the 24 hours prior to the experiment. One 

participant had to be removed from the sample due to missing data, leaving a total number of 12 

participants for data analysis. This amount of participants was short of the desired sample sizes 

32 or 16, where the data would have been counterbalanced regarding different combinations of 

fingers (Appendix 2). Of the participants, four declared their gender to be male and eight 

indicated identifying as female. The ages of the participants ranged from 18 to 24 (M=20.6, 

SD=2.18). Of the participants, 10 were right- and two left-handed. All participants agreed to the 

informed consent and ethical approval was given by the BMS ethics committee of the University 

of Twente.  

Materials 

 The experiment was programmed in E-prime v 2.0 (Imagebox, 2023) and ran on a Dell 

Optiflex 7050 desktop PC. A Razor Huntsman v2 Tenkeyless optical gaming keyboard was used 

for the input and a 144hz Aoc Freesync monitor was used as a display. A Blackmagic camera 

system with a GoPro camera was utilized to check if participants had finished their trial. The 

informed consent (Appendix 1) was conducted using Qualtrics (Qualtrics XM - Experience 

Management Software, 2023). Furthermore, the questionnaire (Appendix 3) was filled out after 
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Block 7 with pen and paper. It recorded demographic data, tested participants' awareness during 

the experiment and recorded self-reported proficiency in activities that might impact 

performance. To test participants' awareness, they were asked to write down the key 

combinations that they had executed in the practice blocks. To aid them with this task, there was 

an image showing the layout of the keyboard. The percentage of keys they remembered correctly 

was used as the Awareness score. The Awareness score could have values from 0 to 1, with zero 

indicating 0% correct keys and one indicating 100% correct keys. Afterwards, participants were 

told to indicate how they remembered the combinations they wrote down. They were able to 

choose between: a) I remembered the combination of the letters; b) I remembered the positions 

of the keys; c) I remembered the positions of the squares on the screen; d) I pressed the keys in 

my mind; e) I pressed the keys on the tabletop; and f) Differently, namely: 

 Then, participants' experience with videogames, playing piano, playing other instruments 

and with various sports was explored with three questions each. First, it was asked when 

participants made their experiences with the activity in question. They could choose between still 

being active, having been active until 3 years ago and more than 3 years ago. Second, it was 

inquired how many hours a week participants spent with a given activity. They were able to 

choose between under 1 hour, 1 to 7 hours and over 7 hours. Lastly, participants indicated how 

much time they had spent doing a particular activity in total. They could choose between under 1 

year, between 1 and 5 years and under 5 years. Each sub question was rated with a number score 

from zero (no experience at all with the activity) to three (the answer that indicated the most 

experience with an activity). The mean of the score of the three sub-questions per activity then 

yielded the Proficiency score for each activity. These scores were then checked for their 

correlation to the participants’ performance in Block 8. 
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Finally, participants were asked to indicate if they were smokers, if they had consumed 

alcohol in the last 24 hours and whether they were dyslexic or stuttered. Furthermore, they were 

asked to state which of their hands was the dominant one.  

Task 

 First, participants were greeted with a screen explaining to them how the task worked and 

where to place their fingers. They were told to press the spacebar when they had understood 

what they had to do. Then, participants were presented with a screen (see Figure 1) showing 

boxes representing keyboard keys (Q,W,E,R,V,B,U,I,O,P). On the same screen, a message was 

shown telling participants to press the keys that would be flashing. When the keys flashed in 

cyan, participants pressed them down and their performance on reaction time and errors was 

recorded (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1 

Screen of the experiment when the prompt for an exemplar chord is displayed  
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The task consisted of eight blocks. Seven blocks were dedicated to practice and the last 

Block was used as a test Block. In the practice Blocks, participants were exposed to two unique 

chords. These chords varied between participants and always included two fingers on each hand 

(for the exact composition of chords see Appendix 2). The left hand was always responsible for 

the Q, W, E, R and V keys. The right hand always performed chords using the B, U, I, O, and P 

keys. The fingers used for chords were counterbalanced across participants (see Appendix 2). 

This was done to exclude possible effects of individual fingers and finger combinations, caused 

by different levels of independence or enslavement of fingers.  

In Block 8, participants were not only prompted to execute the two chords they practiced 

but also had to execute two chords that were completely novel to them. Additionally, they had to 

execute mirrored versions of the practiced chords. 1-Hand Mirror Chords consisted of the 

mirrored version of a practiced chord per hand. This means that if for example the right hand 

practiced pressing the B and U Keys, it would now have to press the O and P keys. 2-Hand 

Mirror Chords were a version of practiced chords that was mirrored between the hands. 

Following this logic, in an example where the practiced chord had the right hand press the O and 

P keys, the left hand would now have to press the Q and W keys. 

Design 

 The main Independent Variable used to answer the hypothesis was Chord-type, meaning 

the test conditions Practiced, Novel ,1-Hand Mirror and 2-Hand Mirror in Block 8. The main 

Dependent Variables were the performance measurements Reaction Time (RT) and Error Rate. 

RT was measured as the difference in time between the stimulus onset time and the moment 

when the desired keys were correctly pressed. The Error Rate equated to the proportion of 

correctly executed chords to chords that contained at least one type of error. The types of errors 
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that could happen were timing-errors, miss-errors or no-input errors. These error types describe 

inputs where the keys were not pressed simultaneously (timing-error), inputs where at least one 

wrong key was pressed or a desired key was missing (miss-error), and inputs where there was no 

input (no-input error).  

 The seven practice blocks consisted of 160 trials each, separated into two sub-blocks with 

80 trials each with a quick break in between. Over the seven blocks, this means that each chord 

was practiced 560 times (2 chords in total). The eight Block consisted of 208 trials separated into 

two sub-blocks. Each condition had two chords associated with it and each of the chords was 

executed 26 times during block 8.   

Procedure 

 The study took between 2.5 and 3 hours. After arriving, participants were welcomed and 

given spoken instructions. Then, their participant ID and the date and time of their participation 

were recorded. The participants were asked to leave their phones outside of the experimental 

room, to prevent distraction. Then, participants sat down in front of the computer and were 

subjected to the seven practice blocks of the experiment. The blocks took about 15 minutes each 

and were separated by breaks of 4 minutes, where participants were able to relax. After the 

break, the researcher entered the room to start the next block. Following the seven practice 

blocks, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire (see Appendix 3). Then, the eighth 

block of the experiment was started by the researchers. After finishing Block 8, participants were 

thanked for their participation, provided with a debriefing and were able to leave. 

Data Analysis 

  Four different analyses of variance were conducted using the afex package in R-Studio 

(R: The R Project for Statistical Computing, n.d.), to examine if there is a significant difference 
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in Errors and RT between blocks or test-conditions. The Reaction times across the first seven 

trial rounds and the reaction times per test condition in Block 8 (1-Hand Mirror, 2-Hand Mirror, 

Novel, Practiced Chords) were analyzed in separate ANOVAS. Similarly, the arcsine 

transformed error proportions for the first seven trial rounds and per test condition in round eight 

received separate analyses of variance. Moreover, a planned pairwise comparison using the 

emmeans package was utilized to contrast the Reaction Times per test condition. Furthermore, 

the mean RT per round and Proportion of Errors per round in the first seven trials was calculated. 

Boxplots were created based on these means. Statistical significance was set at an alpha of  

α =0.05. Also, to exclude other explanations for the observed effects, participants' Proficiency 

scores for gaming, piano, other musical instruments and sports were checked for their correlation 

to their performance on RT and Errors in Block 8 in each of the conditions. Furthermore, 

participants' Awareness score was correlated to the same Performance scores. Lastly, the 

correlations of the Performance scores to self-reported stuttering, dyslexia and handedness were 

checked. The specific code that was used to analyze the data in R-studio can be found in 

Appendix 4.  
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Results  

Main analyses  

A within-subject ANOVA was conducted for Block 8. This analysis included the four-

level independent variable Chord-type and the dependent variable RT. The ANOVA yielded a 

significant main effect of Chord-type, F(3,33)=6.49 p < .005, ηp2 =0.37, showing that there is 

indeed a significant difference between test conditions. Additional pairwise planned comparisons 

showed that there was a significant difference between the Novel and Practiced group with the 

mean of the Novel group being estimated 200 ms higher, t(11)=3.976 p = .010. Furthermore, 

there was a significant difference found between the 2-Hand mirror Chord-Type and the 

Practiced Chord-Type. The mean RT of the 2-Hand Mirror Chord-Type was 144.2 ms higher 

than that of the Practiced Chord-Type, t(11) = 3.136, p = 0.041. There was no significant 

difference found between any of the other Chord-Types. The means and spread of the reaction 

times per Chord-Type can be seen in Figure 4.  

Then, an ANOVA exploring the difference in error proportions across Chord-Types in 

Block 8 was conducted. In the analysis, the Independent Variable Chord-type and the Dependent 

Variable Errors were compared within subjects. The analysis showed no significant main effect 

of Chord-type F(3,33)= 0.55, p = 0.65 ηp2 =0.05, indicating that there is no significant difference 

in error proportions across test conditions.  
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Figure 2 

Boxplot of Mean Reaction Times(ms) per Test Condition in Block 8   

 
 

To test the development of reaction times across the first seven practice blocks, a within-

subjects ANOVA with the seven-level independent variable Block and the dependent variable 

RT was conducted. The analysis found a significant main effect of Block, F(6,66)= 33.0 p < 

.005, ηp2  =0.75, indicating that Reaction Times reduced with practice. Looking at Figure 3 

reveals that Block 1 had the slowest RT with a mean of 1046 ms and that round seven had the 

quickest RT with a mean of 444 ms.  
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Figure 3 

Boxplot of Reaction Times per Block of Blocks 1-7 

 
 

For the purpose of testing the development of the proportion of errors across the seven 

practice trials, a within-subjects Anova with the seven level Independent Variable Block and the 

Dependent Variable Errors was conducted. For this analysis the arcsine transformed proportions 

of errors were used. The analysis found a significant main effect of Block, F(6,66)=17.72 

p<.005, ηp2 =0.62, indicating that the proportion of errors generally reduces across the seven 

Blocks but with the lowest errors in Block 5. The development error proportions across the 

Blocks can be seen in more detail in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4 

Proportion of errors to successful inputs per Block 

 

Effects of other variables 

 To ensure that the observed effects stem from the experimental manipulations, some 

other effects were tested. There were no significant correlations found between any of the 

Proficiency scores (Video Games, Piano, other Instruments, Sports) and the RT or error 

performance in any of the Test Conditions in Block 8. P-values for the correlations ranged 

between 0.13 and 0.91. Furthermore, there was also no significant correlation between 

participant ́s performance on the awareness test and their performance in either of the four test-

conditions in Block 8. P-values for these correlations ranged between 0.61 and 0.94. It must be 

noted, however, that most of the participants were aware of the keys they pressed. Of the 13 
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participants that filled out the questionnaire, 10 remembered all the correct keys. When asked 

how they remembered the keys, the most common answers were remembering the position of the 

keys, which was indicated 8 times and remembering the combination of letters, which was 

indicated 7 times. Less often, people said they pressed the keys in their mind (four times) or on 

the tabletop (once).  
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Discussion 

The current study explored whether a spatial representation of a chord develops across 

the hands with bimanual practice (H1) or if a spatial or hand posture-representation is developed 

per hand and transfers to the other hand of the mirror sequence (H2). To test these hypotheses, 

participants practiced two bimanual chords for 560 trials each and then tested their performance 

on versions of these chords that were mirrored within (1-Hand Mirror) or across (2-Hand Mirror) 

the hands. 

 There was very limited support found for both hypotheses. This support is not obtained 

from the main analyses intended to test the hypotheses. Thus, it is necessary to conduct more 

thorough and methodologically sound follow-up research. 

Spatial Representation 

 Hypothesis 1 is not supported by the main analyses, as there was no significant difference 

in RT or Error Proportion performance of the 1-Hand Mirror Condition to the Control 

Conditions. This means that there is no evidence in the data for a spatial representation that 

facilitates performance. One interpretation of these results is that people simply might not be 

able to mirror spatial representations. Furthermore, it is also possible that spatial representations 

do not play a significant role in the execution of chord skill. This would be in line with findings 

of Verwey (2023), concluding that chord skill is determined by the learning of hand postures and 

not spatial representations. However, an alternative explanation for the lack of significant 

evidence of the presence of a spatial representation might be the lack of statistical power. 

Achieving only a third of its desired participants, the statistical power of the study is severely 

limited. It might be that significant results could have been obtained with more statistical power, 

though there is no way to determine this. An indicator, if one is willing to speculate, might be the 
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mean of the 1-Hand Mirror Condition, which is closer to the mean of the practiced condition 

condition than that of the novel condition. If statistically significant, this finding would indicate 

the presence of a spatial representation that is able to facilitate performance and be mirrored 

within the hand. It is, however, not statistically significant and thus can only serve as an indicator 

to encourage further research with more statistical power. Adding to this point, a vast majority of 

participants were able to correctly recall all the keys belonging to the chords they had played, 

which shows that participants had memorized the keys they were pressing. A majority of 

participants also indicated that they remembered the chords by remembering the positions of 

keys and the combination of letters. This suggests their ability to remember the chords stemming 

from the presence of a spatial representation. Still, this is not very strong evidence, mainly 

because participants' awareness did not correlate significantly with their performance. This is in 

line with findings by Verwey (2023), where there was also no correlation found between 

awareness and performance. The article suggests that the explicit knowledge of chord 

composition is not immediately available but has to be reconstructed from episodic and implicit 

motoric memory, which is too slow to benefit performance (Verwey, 2023).  

 Overall, there is no strong, statistically significant evidence to support the presence of a 

spatial representation that facilitates performance and can be mirrored within the hand. Still, 

there are some results that enable speculations of the lack of strong evidence being due to low 

statistical power. Future research with more statistical power may help to provide more 

unambiguous evidence to reject or support the hypothesis. 

Transfer between hands 

 Hypothesis two also must be rejected based on the results of the study. There was no 

significant difference found between participants' performance on novel chords and chords 
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mirrored across the hands. This means that there is no direct evidence to suggest that there is a 

spatial or hand posture representation that can be transferred between the hands in a way that 

aids performance. Further evidence for this is the 2-Hand Mirror Condition being significantly 

slower than the Practiced Condition (144.2 ms), with mean reaction times very similar to the 

Novel Condition (see Figure 2). This finding further suggests that there is no transfer of hand 

posture or spatial representations to the mirror version of the other hand. This is in line with the 

study of Verwey (2023), finding no transfer of chord skill to a non-practiced hand configuration, 

which was not mirrored. It seems that using a mirror version did not change that outcome, further 

clarifying the absence of transfer. 

Limitations 

 As aforementioned, the main limitation of this study consists of constraints to sample 

size. Due to difficulties in the acquisition of participants, only a third of the desired sample size 

of 36 was achieved. This severely limits the statistical power of the experiment and very well 

might be the reason for the non-significance of more subtle effects, such as those of mirrored 

chords. A further limitation to the sample is the failure to achieve a balanced dataset. The effects 

of individual fingers were balanced between participants by distributing chords with various 

combinations of fingers among sets of 16 participants. This means that 16 participants would 

have been needed for a balanced dataset. Thus, interfering effects of individual fingers and finger 

combinations, such as different levels of enslavement, cannot be excluded, as the data that had to 

be treated as balanced was not actually balanced. 

 Also, a factor that might have had a negative impact on the data could be fatigue. It can 

be observed in the data that performance starts to decline after Block 5. Mainly, the proportion of 

errors started to increase (see Figure 4), while RT performance stagnated (See Figure 3). 
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Furthermore, many participants mentioned being fatigued in conversation between the blocks. 

This means that the subjects were not in the optimal condition to perform in the test Block. Thus, 

their decreased performance across the board might also decrease the difference in performance 

between test conditions and make it harder to find significant differences between test 

conditions. 

Conclusion 

 The current study was not able to confirm the presence of a spatial representation that 

facilitates performance and is able to be mirrored within the hand. However, results indicate that 

this might have been due to low statistical power. This shows the need for more statistically 

powerful research that can give clearer answers. Transfer of chord skill to the other hand of the 

mirror sequence can be rejected more unambiguously through the results of this study. 

Nevertheless, more statistical power would also help to cement this finding, especially 

considering that the dataset of the current study was not balanced.  

 It is instrumental for future research to achieve a larger, balanced dataset to increase 

statistical power and validity. Furthermore, it might make sense to shorten practice to 5 Blocks, 

as this was the peak of performance, reducing fatigue. This might help to increase statistical 

power and make the study more attractive to participants by being shorter, helping with the 

problems with participant acquisition.     
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Design (Chords per participant and condition) 
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Appendix 3  

Questionnaire
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Appendix 4  

R-Code  

 
install.packages("dplyr") 
install.packages("afex") 
install.packages("emmeans") 
install.packages("tidyr") 
install.packages("lme4") 
install.packages("Matrix") 
install.packages("car") 
install.packages("stats") 
install.packages("ggplot2") 
install.packages("broom") 
library(tidyr) 
library(dplyr) 
library(afex) 
library(emmeans) 
library(lme4) 
library(Matrix) 
library(car) 
library(stats) 
library(ggplot2) 
library(broom) 
#Data Analysis Thesis  
 
#Prep Tables  
Table1 <- na.omit(Dataset_thesis) 
Table2 <- na.omit(Table2actual2) 
Table3 <- na.omit(Table3_actual) 
Table4 <- na.omit(Table4_actual) 
Table4noArc <- Table4[, c(1,2,3,4,5 )] 
colnames(Table4noArc) <- c("Subject","1H-Mirror", "2H-Mirror", "Novel", "Practised") 
colnames(Table2) <- as.character(Table2[1, ]) 
colnames(Table3) <- as.character(Table3[1, ]) 
colnames(Table4) <- as.character(Table4[1, ]) 
colnames(awareness_percent) <- as.character(awareness_percent[1, ]) 
awareness_percent <- slice(awareness_percent, -1) 
awareness_percent <- awareness_percent %>% 
  mutate_at(vars(`Awareness(correctness percent)`), as.numeric) 
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Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ <- merge(awareness_percent, 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_, by = "Subject") 
combined_data <- slice(combined_data, -13) 
colnames(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_) <- 
as.character(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_[1, ]) 
Table2 <- slice(Table2, -1) 
Table3 <- slice(Table3, -1) 
Table3 <- Table3 %>% 
  mutate_at(vars(Pract,Novel,`1H-Mirror`,`2H-Mirror`), as.numeric) 
Table4<- slice(Table4, -1) 
Table4 <- Table4 %>% 
  mutate_at(vars(Pract_err,Novel_err,`1H-Mirror_err`,`2H-Mirror_err`), as.numeric) 
combined_data <- slice(combined_data, -13) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ <- slice(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_, -1) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ <- Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ %>% 
  rename(Subject = `Participant ID`) 
combined_data_save <- combined_data 
combined_data <- combined_data_save 
 
selected_Table2 <- table2[, c("arc1", "arc2","arc3","arc4","arc5","arc6","arc7")] 
selected_columns2 <- Table2[, c(1,9, 10,11,12,13,14,15)]  
long_table2 <- gather(selected_columns2, key = "Round", value = "Errors", -"Subject") 
selected_Table4 <- Table4[, c(1,6,7,8,9)] 
long_table4 <- gather(selected_Table4, key = "Condition", value = "Errors", -"Subject") 
as.factor(Table1$Subject) 
long_table1 <- gather(Table1, key = "Round", value = "RT", -"Subject") 
SelectedTable2NOArc <- Table2[, c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)] 
Long_table2_NotArc <- gather(SelectedTable2NOArc, Key= "Round", value = "Errors", -
"Subject") 
Long_table2_NotArc <- pivot_longer( 
  SelectedTable2NOArc, 
  cols = -Subject, 
  names_to = "Round", 
  values_to = "Errors" 
  Long_table4noArc <- pivot_longer( 
    Table4noArc, 
    cols = -Subject, 
    names_to = "Condition", 
    values_to = "Errors") 
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  as.numeric(Long_table2_NotArc) 
  as.numeric(Long_table2_NotArc$Errors) 
  as.factor(Long_table2_NotArc$Round) 
  #Combine tables 
  combined_data <- merge(merge(merge(Table1, Table2, by = "Subject", all = TRUE), 
                               Table3, by = "Subject", all = TRUE), 
                         Table4, by = "Subject", all = TRUE) 
  combined_data <- merge(combined_data, Questionaire_Thesis_Philipp, by ="Subject", 
all=TRUE) 
 
#Combined scores for the Questionaire  
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ <- Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_ %>% 
  
mutate_at(vars(V_When,`V_H/W`,V_Total,P_When,`P_H/W`,P_Total,I_When,`I_H/W`,I_Total
,S_When,`S_H/W`,S_Total), as.numeric) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_$MeanScoreVideogames <- 
rowMeans(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_[c("V_When", "V_H/W", "V_Total")]) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_$MeanScorePiano <- 
rowMeans(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_[c("P_When", "P_H/W", "P_Total")]) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_$MeanScoreInstrument <- 
rowMeans(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_[c("I_When", "I_H/W", "I_Total")]) 
Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_$MeanScoreSport <- 
rowMeans(Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_[c("S_When", "S_H/W", "S_Total")]) 
#Correlations with questionaire  
#RT 
MergedTable3 <- merge(Table3, Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_, by = "Subject") 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Pract, MergedTable3$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Pract, MergedTable3$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Pract, MergedTable3$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Pract, MergedTable3$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Novel, MergedTable3$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Novel, MergedTable3$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Novel, MergedTable3$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Novel, MergedTable3$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`1H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`1H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`1H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`1H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`2H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`2H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScorePiano) 
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cor.test(MergedTable3$`2H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`2H-Mirror`, MergedTable3$MeanScoreSport) 
#Errors  
MergedTable4 <- merge(Table4, Questionaire_Thesis_Numerscore_, by = "Subject") 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Pract_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Pract_err, MergedTable4$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Pract_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Pract_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Novel_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Novel_err, MergedTable4$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Novel_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Novel_err, MergedTable4$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`1H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`1H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`1H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`1H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreSport) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`2H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreVideogames) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`2H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScorePiano) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`2H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreInstrument) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`2H-Mirror_err`, MergedTable4$MeanScoreSport) 
#Awareness  
cor.test(MergedTable3$`1H-Mirror`,MergedTable3$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$`2H-Mirror`,MergedTable3$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Pract,MergedTable3$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable3$Novel,MergedTable3$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`1H-Mirror_err`,MergedTable4$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$`2H-Mirror_err`,MergedTable4$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Pract_err,MergedTable4$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
cor.test(MergedTable4$Novel_err,MergedTable4$`Awareness(correctness percent)`) 
 
 
#Demographics  
as.character(Questionaire_Thesis_Philipp$Age) 
as.numeric(Questionaire_Thesis_Philipp$Age) 
AgeTable <- Questionaire_Thesis_Philipp[["Age"]] 
as.numeric(AgeTable) 
mean(AgeTable) 
mean(Questionaire_Thesis_Philipp$Age) 
#descriptive analysis 
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#means 
combined_data$MeanRTColumn <- rowMeans(combined_data[, c("1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", 
"7")]) 
combined_data$MeanErrorColumn <- rowMeans(combined_data[, c("er1", "er2", "er3", "er4", 
"er5", "er6", "er7")], na.rm = TRUE) 
combined_data$MeanColumn <- rowMeans(combined_data[, c("1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7")]) 
combined_data <- combined_data %>% 
  mutate_at(vars(1:34), as.numeric) 
#means of the groups 
mean(combined_data[["1H-Mirror"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["1H-Mirror"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["2H-Mirror"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["2H-Mirror"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["Novel"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["Novel"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["Pract"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["Pract"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["1H-Mirror_err"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["1H-Mirror_err"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["2H-Mirror_err"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["2H-Mirror_err"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["Novel_err"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["Novel_err"]]) 
mean(combined_data[["Pract_err"]]) 
sd(combined_data[["Pract_err"]]) 
#Comparing means  
combined_data%>% cor(MeanRTColumn,c(23)) 
combined_data %>% 
  select(MeanRTColumn, `1H-Mirror`) %>% 
  cor() 
 
#Anova 
 
# Boxplot 
boxplot(RT ~ Condition, data = long_table) 
outlierTest(model)   
boxplot(RT ~ Round, data = long_table1) 
boxplot(Errors ~ Round, data=Long_table2_NotArc) 
boxplot(Errors ~ Condition ,data =Long_table4noArc) 
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Table4noArc<- mutate(Long_table4noArc, "1H-Mirror_err" = "1H-Mirror", "2H-
Mirror_err"="2H-Mirror", Novel_err = "Novel", Pract_err= "Practised") 
Long_table4noArc <- Long_table4noArc %>% mutate_at( "Errors", as.numeric) 
as.numeric(Long_table2_NotArc$Errors) 
mutate(Table2, er1 = "1", er2="2", er3 = "3", er4= "4", er5= "5", er6= "6", er7= "7" ) 
#table 3 
long_table <- gather(Table3, key = "Condition", value = "RT", -"Subject") 
as.factor(long_table$Subject) 
model <- aov_car(RT ~ Condition + Error(Subject), data = long_table) 
long_table <- long_table %>% mutate_at( "RT", as.numeric) 
anova_result <- anova(model) 
summary(anova_result) 
   #table 2 
model2 <- aov_car(Errors ~ Round + Error(Subject), data = long_table2) 
as.factor(long_table2$Round) 
as.numeric(long_table2$Round) 
long_table2 <- long_table2 %>% mutate_at( "Errors", as.numeric) 
anova_result2 <- anova(model2) 
summary(anova_result2) 
summary(model2, es = "p") 
  #table4  
model4 <- aov_car(Errors ~ Condition + Error(Subject), data = long_table4) 
long_table4 <- long_table4 %>% mutate_at( "Errors", as.numeric) 
anova_result4 <- anova(model4) 
summary(anova_result4) 
summary(model4) 
 #table1 
as.factor(long_table1$Subject) 
as.factor(long_table1$Round) 
as.numeric(long_table1$Round) 
as.numeric(long_table1$Subject) 
 
long_table1$Round <- factor(long_table1$Round, levels = c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)) 
 
model1 <- aov_car(RT ~ Round + Error(Subject), data = long_table1) 
model1 <- aov_car(RT ~ Round + Error(1/Subject), data = long_table1) 
long_table4 <- long_table4 %>% mutate_at( "Errors", as.numeric) 
summary(model1) 
 
#claculate eta squared  
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#1 
SS_Effect <- anova_resultalt$`num Df`* anova_resultalt$MSE  
SS_Error <- anova_resultalt$`den Df` * anova_resultalt$MSE  
 
# Calculate partial eta-squared 
#1  
et2.1 <- 3439054/(3439054+1146469) 
et2.2 <-5.604/(5.604+3.4796) 
et2.3 <- 263699/(263699+447218) 
et2.4 <- 0.121/(0.121+2.4036) 
eta_squared <- SS_Effect / (SS_Effect + SS_Error) 
 
 
 
#corrected p1 
p_adjusted1 <- p.adjust(anova_result1$`Pr(>F)`, method = "bonferroni") 
p_adjusted2 <- p.adjust(anova_result1$`Pr(>F)`, method = "holm") 
p_adjusted3 <- p.adjust(anova_result1$`Pr(>F)`, method = "fdr") 
 
#p2 
p_adjusted2.1 <- p.adjust(anova_result2$`Pr(>F)`, method = "bonferroni") 
p_adjusted2.2 <- p.adjust(anova_result2$`Pr(>F)`, method = "holm") 
p_adjusted2.3 <- p.adjust(anova_result2$`Pr(>F)`, method = "fdr") 
 
#p3 
p_adjusted3.1 <- p.adjust(anova_result$`Pr(>F)`, method = "bonferroni") 
p_adjusted3.2 <- p.adjust(anova_result$`Pr(>F)`, method = "holm") 
p_adjusted3.3 <- p.adjust(anova_result$`Pr(>F)`, method = "fdr") 
 
#p4 
p_adjusted4.1 <- p.adjust(anova_result4$`Pr(>F)`, method = "bonferroni") 
p_adjusted4.2 <- p.adjust(anova_result4$`Pr(>F)`, method = "holm") 
p_adjusted4.3 <- p.adjust(anova_result4$`Pr(>F)`, method = "fdr") 
 
# Create a box plot 
 ggplot(augmented_data, aes(x = Round, y = .resid)) + 
   geom_boxplot() + 
   labs(title = "Reaction time per Round", 
        x = "Round", 
        y = "Residuals") 
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   > # Summary of emmeans results 
   > summary(emmeans_results)  
 
 
#planned comparison 
emmeans_object <- emmeans(model, "Condition") 
pairwise_comparisons <- pairs(emmeans_object) 
 
emmeans_object2 <- emmeans(model1, "Round") 
pairwise_comparisons <- pairs(emmeans_object2) 
print(emmeans_object2) 
 


